
Dear Friends and Family, 

As you know, my mom, Ronnie Kasowitz, was passionate about helping people. She loved to support others 

in finding resources to enrich their lives and work and empower them with tools and information to expand 

their learning and explore what they were curious about. 

She was a skillful librarian who was deeply connected to the rich wisdom of the past, while also constantly 

learning about the newest trends in library science and information technology. She was dedicated to making

the library relevant to people’s lives and focused on how it could help them investigate important questions, 

further conversations and build bridges. She treated the library as a home - a bowlful of M&Ms always 

present to lift up those who came by.  

These values have enriched my life and inspired me to co-create the Jewish Studio Project (JSP), a brand 

new model of creative learning and connection - at once an art studio, Jewish learning center and spiritual 

community. The Studio is infused with my mom's essence as we empower individuals and communities with 

tools, practices and wisdom from our tradition so that they can make meaning, explore questions and move 

beyond the stuck places in their lives.  

It's hard to believe, but this spring is the 18th anniversary of my mom's passing. 
In Judaism, 18 is known as chai (life). In honor of her life’s work, we’re dedicating

the library at the JSP Studio in her name this Mother’s Day. 

I'd like to invite you to be a part of this special moment as we celebrate my mom's life and work. Join us by 

making a gift to Ronnie's Library Fund. Together, we can extend the values she embodied each day as we 

work to create a better world.  

With Love and Gratitude, 

Jeff (Co-Founder and Executive Director, Jewish Studio Project)



The Ronnie S. Kasowitz Library for Creative Learning will be a one-of-a-kind 
resource for accessing Jewish wisdom and creatively exploring our world. 

Join us by becoming a founding supporter of Ronnie's Library Fund.  

Support the Library

Ronnie's Library Fund Founding Donors:  
Mark and Robin Kasowitz, Abby and Jeffrey 

Scheer, Andrea Kasowitz and Andrew 

Goldberg, John and Pat Allen, Mike 

and Liz Slive, Anna Slive and Judd Harwood, 

Hetty Gingold and Suzanne Gilmour

Ronnie's Library 
Fund will:

Expand JSP's library resources 

including books and texts that highlight 

diverse Jewish voices, women's 

empowerment and the impact of creative 

expression.

Provide scholarships for participants in 

JSP's learning programs and trainings. 

Enable the development of a new 

creative Jewish curriculum for learners, 

educators and organizations nationwide. 

Help us reach our goal of $18,000 to further the 

learning at JSP in honor of Ronnie. 

Transform: $3,600 

Empower: $1,800 

Enliven: $500 

Activate: $118 

Engage: $36 

Support Levels

Contributions can be made and sent to: 

The Jewish Studio Project 
940 Dwight Way #13B, Berkeley, CA 94710



JSP was created to provide a new entryway into Judaism - one in which 
creativity is a path for connecting to tradition, cultivating community and, 

ultimately, bringing more good into the world. As an urban art studio, house of
Jewish learning, and spiritual community, JSP activates creativity to make 

life more meaningful, Judaism more vibrant and the world more just.  

Since 2015 
JSP has served over

4,800 PARTICIPANTS

offered

175 PROGRAMS

and collaborated with

60 ORGANIZATIONS

seeking creative approaches to 

Jewish connection

JSP has become a leading resource for creative learning and spiritual engagement in communities 

across North America. Through workshops, immersives and professional development, we have 

brought a new spiritual technology to thousands of participants across the country.

“JSP speaks right to my heart, both pushing and inviting, 

challenging and inspiring. JSP creates experiences that 

deepen my relationship to Jewish ideas and use 

creative, brilliant modalities to make the learning both 

personal and memorable.” (Sarah Anne Minkin, 

Educator and Scholar, JSP Community Member) 


